
CPAS Review LPS 1 (Test 1) Score:

1. Identify the term meaning "a command hierarchy, a group of people committed
to carrying out orders from the top to the bottom.
A Chain of authority

B Chain of command

C Chain of control

D Chain of discretion

2. You have just been hired by a company and are attending their orientation. The
company representative discusses the companies policies based on what is right
and wrong conduct. Principles that govern a person, group, or organization.
A Morals

B Popularity

C Ethics

D Culture

3. The beliefs, customs, and activities of a particular society, group, place, or time?
A Ethics

B Morals

C Culture

D Popularity

4. Any pain that results in physical harm, pain, or mental anguish?
A Threats

B Prejudices

C Neglect

D Abuse

5. A feeling of displeasure, or hostility towards another.
A Regret

B Anger

C Sadness

D Depression
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6. An applied science used to promote the safety and well being of a person by
adapting the environment and using techniques to prevent injuries?
A Body mechanics

B Ergonomics

C Economics

D Physiology

7. The way the body moves and maintains balance, and proper use of the body to
lift and perform tasks?
A Ergonomics

B Physiology

C Anatomy

D Body Mechanics

8. A 74 year old has collapsed on the floor at Walmart and you are attempting CPR.
From the following answers what would be the appropriate ventilations to
compressions ratio?
A 15:2

B 15:1

C 30:2

D 30:1

9. You're assisting with compressions for a 28 year old drowning victim. What is
the minimum number of compressions that should be administered in one minute?
A 60

B 70

C 150

D 120

10. A 59 year old male collapsed and is now in cardiac arrest. You begin CPR and
tell someone to call 911, you also need to advise them that you need an AED, what
type of equipment is an AED?
A Assisted external defibrillator

B Automatic external defibrillator

C Adult external defibrillator

D Automatic electrical defibrillator
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11. You have a kitchen fire and require an extinguisher, which of the following
would be considered an appropriate extinguisher for a grease fire?
A Class A

B Class C

C Class K

D Class B

E Class D

12. You're a student in the biology classroom where a small fire has started in the
trash can. You realize it's just some trash and paper, which type of extinguisher
would be appropriate?
A Class A

B Class C

C Class D

D Class K

E Class B

13. A student in the automotive class runs next door to your room and says they
have an oil/grease fire near on of the cars they are working on. What type of
extinguisher should you grab to extinguish this type of fire?
A Class B

B Class C

C Class A

D Class K

E Class D

14. While working in an office you smell smoke and realize that an extension cord
is sparking and on fire. Which type of extinguisher would be appropriate for an
electrical fire?
A Class B

B Class K

C Class A

D Class C

E Class D
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15. You have a 47 year old male patient that has stopped breathing, you must
open their airway. Which of the following techniques should be used to open an
airway of an unconscious victim?
A Jaw thrust

B Head tilt

C Head tilt chin lift

D Head tilt jaw lift

16. A forestry student accidently cut their arm while clearing some brush, what is
the name of the covering placed directly over the wound or injury to stop the
bleeding?
A Bandage

B Dressing

C Wrapping

D Tourniquet

17. A large truck has just overturned on the interstate and was carrying some type
of chemicals. What is the information sheet that provides the manufacturer and
details about all hazardous materials being transported?
A Material Safety Sheet

B Material Safety Data Sheet

C Hazardous Material Safety Sheet

D Chemicals Safety Sheet

18. Protective barriers such as masks, gowns, gloves, and safety boots.
A Physical Protective Equipment

B Physical Barriers Devices

C Personal Protective Equipment

D Physical Protective Devices

19. You're speaking to a class of students about how to prevent the spread of
disease. Which of the following is considered the best way to prevent the spread of
diseases?
A Immunizations

B Wear a mask

C Wear gloves

D Hand washing
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20. Which term is defined as "The body's reaction to any stimulus that requires a
person to adjust to changing environments."
A Anger

B Depression

C Stress

D Anxiety

21. Psychological condition of sadness, gloom, melancholy, or despair?
A Anger

B Stress

C Depression

D Anxiety

22. You have recently completed a class where you have learned the proper steps
of initiating CPR. You learned the acronym "CAB" which means you are to check
which of the following in an unconscious victim?
A Compressions, Airway, Breathing

B Circulation, Airway, Bleeding

C Circulation, Airway, Breathing

D Compressions, Airway, Bleeding

23. You need to assess an unconscious victim to see if they have a pulse, where is
the proper location to assess for the pulse?
A Carotid

B Radial

C Brachial

D Femoral

24. An infectious disease that can affect many people over a geographical area, 
also known as a worldwide epidemic?
A Pandemic

B Virus

C Bacteria

D Catastrophe
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25. There are three branches of government, which branch of government is
responsible for writing the laws?
A Executive

B Judicial

C Congressional

D Legislative

26. Which branch of our government is responsible for interpreting the laws of our
land?
A Legislative

B Judicial

C Executive

D Presidential

27. The legislative branch is made up of two parts, identify the two groups that are
defined as the legislative branch of government.
A Senate and President

B House of Representatives and President

C House of Representatives and Senate

D President and U.S. Supreme Court

28. Identify which of the following would be make up our judicial branch of
government.
A President

B U.S. Supreme Court

C House of Representatives

D Senate

29. Identify how many judges make up the U.S. Supreme court.
A 11

B 9

C 15

D 12
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30. Identify the branch of government that signs and executes the laws, it's also
the branch of government with the president.
A Legislative

B Judicial

C Congressional

D Executive

31. The first ten amendments of the Constitution are also known as
____________________________?
A Bill of Rights

B Magna Charter

C Declaration of Independence

D Bill of Law

32. You're an officer that has just pulled over a vehicle for speeding, which
amendment protects the driver of the vehicle from illegal search and seizure?
A Fifth

B Sixth

C Eighth

D Fourth

33. Identify which of the following amendments guarantees citizens the right to a
jury trial.
A Fifth

B Sixth

C Eighth

D Fourth

34. Identify which amendment protects citizens from excessive punishment,
excessive bail, and excessive prison time. The punishment must fit the crime.
A Fourth

B Fifth

C Eighth

D Sixth
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35. Which of the following amendments protects a citizen against "Double
Jeopardy" and "Self Incrimination?"
A Fifth

B Fourth

C Sixth

D Eighth

36. A set of facts and circumstances that leads a person to believe that a specified
person has committed a crime?
A Reasonable cause

B Probable cause

C Probable suspicion

D Justifiable cause

37. Crimes such as murder, homicide, kidnapping, and aggravated assault would
be the most serious, which of the following classification would this be considered?
A Misdemeanor

B Felony

C Advanced

D Illegal

38. Usually the lesser of the two crime classifications, with less than one year in
jail.
A Felony

B Misdemeanor

C Advanced

D Illegal

39. You're a lawyer trying to get a felony crime removed from a clients permanent
record. The removal of a felony from an individuals record is known as
_____________________________?
A Felony withdrawal

B Felony expungement

C Felony closure

D Felony sealing
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40. Identify the document that embodies the fundamental laws and principles of
the United States.
A Magna Charter

B Bill of Rights

C Constitution

D Declaration of Independence

41. As a judge you are about to determine what type of sentencing and
punishment to use in a current court case. However, you also examine laws that
have been created from previous and similar cases and used by the courts. When a
judge uses laws from earlier and similar cases this would be considered which of
the following?
A Amendments

B Precedent

C Constitutional law

D Legal jurisdiction

42. Which of the following court cases dealt with illegally obtained evidence where
officers used a false warrant?
A Mapp v. Ohio

B Terry v. Ohio

C Miranda v. Arizona

D Tennessee v. Garner

43. This court case dealt with the fourth amendment, and stated that police may
stop an individual that they have reasonable suspicion that the person has
committed a crime or is about to commit a crime and frisk the suspect without a
warrant.
A Tennessee v. Garner

B Terry v. Garner

C Terry v. Ohio

D Mapp v. Ohio

44. Which of the following rules states that no evidence shall be admitted into a
criminal trial that was obtained in violation of a person's constitutional rights.
A Justifiable Cause Rule

B Acceptance Rule

C Exclusionary Rule

D Legal Precedence Rule
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45. Which of the following court cases dealt with a suspect that was held for
prolonged interrogation and lack of representation where he eventually admitted
to the crime.
A Miranda v. Ohio

B Miranda v. Arizona

C Terry v. Ohio

D Mapp v. Ohio

46. You're an officer that has just pulled over a blue Ford car for running a stop 
sign. As you are speaking to the driver you notice contraband sitting on the front 
seat, which doctrine allows you to seize the contraband without a warrant?
A Plain view doctrine

B Doctrine of law

C Evidence doctrine

D Rule of evidence doctrine

47. Which of the following court cases dealt with segregation of blacks and whites
in the school system, stating that it violated the fourteenth amendment.
A Brown v. Board of Supervisors

B White v. Board of Education

C Brown v. Board of Education

D Green v. Board of Education

48. Which of the following court cases dealt with excessive force when an officer
shot ad killed an individual that was fleeing when he tried to escape by climbing
over a fence?
A Tennessee v. Garner

B Terry v. Ohio

C Mapp v. Ohio

D Miranda v. Arizona

49. You are asked to give a speech, this would be an example of which of the
following?
A Interpersonal skills

B Intrapersonal skills

C Individual skills

D Intellectual skills
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50. After school one day you come home and are trying to decide if you are going
to study for a test the next day. After a few moments you talk yourself out of
studying. This is an example of which of the following communication skills?
A Interpersonal

B Intrapersonal

C Individual

D Intellectual

51. You are employed by an insurance company and their policy states that work
computers cannot be used for personal business. This would be an example of their
__________ policy?
A Morality

B Professional

C Ethics

D Legal

52. You are a police officer that has just pulled a vehicle over for speeding. You
approach the vehicle and ask the driver for her license, this would be an example of
which type of communication skill?
A Interpersonal

B Intrapersonal

C Individual

D Intellectual

53. You are a new officer and are currently attending new employee orientation.
The instructor informs the class that being aware of your surroundings and how it
can change or become dangerous is a critical tool. This is the definition for which
term?
A Situational awareness

B Environmental awareness

C Situational alertness

D Situational safety

54. Identify which of the following would not be considered an area where
reasonable expectation of privacy would apply?
A Doctor's office

B Restaurant

C Back of an ambulance

D Attorney's office
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55. You're representing a client that states that they did not give consent for a
search of their property. Identify the two requirements needed for a consent to be
valid?
A American citizen, legal authority

B English speaking, legal authority

C Voluntary, legal authority

D Legal authority, at least 21 years of age

56. A written statement of fact, submitted by officers to a judge that fulfills the
requirements of probable cause in obtaining a warrant?
A Affirmation

B Subpoena

C Affidavit

D Indictment

57. You're an officer that has followed a suspect to a residence and as you
approach the front door you can hear him telling someone to get rid of the drugs.
You can see that they are attempting to flush the drugs down the toilet. You may
legally enter the residence without a warrant because this would be considered
__________?
A Extreme circumstances

B Exigent circumstances

C Extenuating circumstances

D Illegal circumstances

58. Officers are not permitted to us "Enhanced technology" without first obtaining
a warrant. Which of the following would not br considered "Enhanced technology?"
A GPS tracking system

B Wire tap for phone

C Binoculars

D Night vision goggles

59. Laws and the legal system in the United States originated from which of the
following countries?
A Germany

B Egypt

C England

D France
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60. Country where the first organized police was established to keep the water
ways safe?
A Germany

B Egypt

C England

D Britain

61. This individual worked with English Parliament to establish a publicly funded
police force known as the 'bobbies."
A Sir William Bobby

B August Vollmer

C Sir Robert Peel

D O.W. Wilson

62. These individuals replaced the Shire Reeves and supervised law enforcement
activities. The also organized the "Night Watch System."
A Justice of the Peace

B Sheriff

C Constables

D Bobbies

63. He served as the chief of police in California, established the first university
and school of criminology for law enforcement officer?
A Sir William Peeler

B Sir Robert Peel

C August Vollmer

D O.W. Wilson

64. Which of the following systems instituted "tithing" and "shires" as a way to
deal with policing the community?
A Frankenstein System

B Frankpledge System

C Frankincense System

D Frankfurt System
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65. During this era there was a greater focus to move away from crime fighting
and a greater emphasis on maintain order and providing service to the surrounding
areas.
A Reform era

B Community era

C Political era

D Professional era

66. During this era citizens became more concerned over corruption in law
enforcement and an administrative board was appointed to supervise and control
police affairs.
A Reform era

B Political era

C Community era

D Professional era

67. During this era police were considered corrupt, incompetent, and the Spoils
system was in place as elected officials used their power to influence the system.
A Reform era

B Political era

C Community era

D Professional era

68. During this era August Vollmer established the first university and the school
of Criminology.
A Reform era

B Political era

C Community era

D Professional era
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